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Abstract
We investigate the use of neural fields for modeling diverse mesoscale structures, such as fur, fabric, and grass. Instead of using
classical graphics primitives to model the structure, we propose to employ a versatile volumetric primitive represented by a
neural reflectance field (NeRF-Tex), which jointly models the geometry of the material and its response to lighting. The NeRF-Tex
primitive can be instantiated over a base mesh to “texture” it with the desired meso and microscale appearance. We condition
the reflectance field on user-defined parameters that control the appearance. A single NeRF texture thus captures an entire space
of reflectance fields rather than one specific structure. This increases the gamut of appearances that can be modeled and provides
a solution for combating repetitive texturing artifacts. We also demonstrate that NeRF textures naturally facilitate continuous
level-of-detail rendering. Our approach unites the versatility and modeling power of neural networks with the artistic control
needed for precise modeling of virtual scenes. While all our training data is currently synthetic, our work provides a recipe that
can be further extended to extract complex, hard-to-model appearances from real images.
CCS Concepts
• Computing methodologies → Reflectance modeling; Volumetric models; Neural networks; Ray tracing;

1. Introduction
Recent progress in neural rendering has demonstrated great potential as illustrated by the unprecedented realism of portrait images
rendered with generative adversarial networks [KLA∗ 20]. This realism stems in part from an accurate reproduction of perceptually
important mesoscale details such as wrinkles, freckles, and facial
hair. Unfortunately, these neural techniques are of limited practical
value for production rendering as most permit only limited artistic
control, and rarely generalize beyond the initial training context.
In contrast, traditional rendering pipelines offer fine-grained artistic control and are built on the concept of asset reuse. This flexibility
has led to a rich ecosystem of authoring tools and rendering algorithms targeting a wide range of applications. Nevertheless, fuzzy
mesoscale details (e.g. grains or fur) have proven to be challenging
for traditional graphics approaches: polygons tend to be wasteful,
curves have limited applicability and are hard to filter, voxels suffer
from scalability issues, and their hierarchies are hard to edit.
The complementary nature of the respective strengths and weaknesses of neural and traditional approaches has led to a number
of efforts to combine them. In this context, neural radiance fields
(NeRF) [MST∗ 20]—a technique that renders a neural scene representation using classical ray marching—offers a compelling tradeoff: the learned neural representation efficiently captures details that
are tedious to author, while the use of (local) ray marching enables
seamless integration into ray tracing algorithms.
© 2022 The Author(s)
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One limitation of NeRF is that it tends to struggle with delivering
high-quality visuals and sufficient artistic control when modeling the
entire scene. Some progress has been made to increase the quality
(and rendering speed) by factoring information out of the MLP into
the scene [BXS∗ 20, GFWF20, LGL∗ 20, HSM∗ 21, SDZ∗ 21] or by
modeling the scene using multiple fields [OMT∗ 21, LSS∗ 21]. We
draw inspiration from these works and propose to texture objects
using a collection of fields, each of which is an instance of a parametric NeRF primitive—we denote these NeRF textures. We constrain
the neural modeling to local mesoscale (and microscale) appearance
only, as in the case of classical volumetric textures. The macroscale
appearance, i.e. the overall shape, is defined using a base mesh with
surface attributes that drive the appearance of the parametric NeRF
texture. This retains the efficiency of neural representations while
preserving full artistic control over the macro appearance and moderate control over the meso and micro appearance—as much as the
trained parametric texture provides; see Figure 1 for illustration.
One of the key benefits of neural scene representations [TZN19,
KMX∗ 21, BMT∗ 21] is that they facilitate filtered queries of the
content. We harness this ability to permit continuous and consistent
level-of-detail rendering of NeRF textures. While the rendering efficiency of our approach is not yet comparable to classical primitives,
like polygons and curves, the inherent ability to perform filtered
queries provides a distinct advantage, especially in scenes with
non-trivial depth complexity.
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[SKU08, GTB∗ 12]. Rendering layered translucent skin requires
accurate simulation of sub-surface scattering, which is typically
modeled using diffusion theory [JMLH01, DWd∗ 08, DI11, HCJ13]
or volumetric path tracing.
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Figure 1: We create a scene with mesoscale appearance using
a learned NeRF texture, which is instantiated over a base mesh
according to an artist-defined distribution of anchor points. The
local appearance of the parametric NeRF texture is controlled using
classical surface textures and lighting parameters.

Another key benefit of NeRF textures is that they are capable
of continuously representing an entire appearance space. We show
results where the appearance of the parametric NeRF texture is
driven by standard surface textures that modulate material albedo,
length of fibers, or age of grass. NeRF textures are therefore more
versatile than classical volume representations such as voxel grids.
While we employ only synthetic datasets in our results, the
method is trained using 2D images and, therefore, conceptually
extends to training from photographs. We conclude the article by
discussing directions for improving the quality and outline developments that would facilitate deploying NeRF textures in production.
2. Related work
Next, we review prior works broadly categorized into classical approaches for modeling mesoscale appearance and neural methods
that inspired our approach.
2.1. Mesoscale appearance
Much research has been focused on mesoscale models that capture
(and control) the intricate meso structure and large-scale appearance of complex materials such as granular media, fabrics, fur, and
skin. Fiber-based materials, such as cloth, can be captured from
high-resolution CT scans and stored in memory-heavy volumetric
representations [ZJMB11]. Zhao et al. [ZHRB13] propose a precomputation optimization that exploits the repetitive structure across
patches and efficiently simulates multiple scattering. However, accurately modeling virtual cloth is an active area of research and many
other approaches exist [SKZ11, ZJMB12, ZLB16, ACG∗ 17, DXT17,
MGZJ20]. Hair and fur generally rely on geometric curves to model
the individual fibers. Photorealistic hair rendering requires simulating the intra-fiber transport, which is modeled with microfacet models [MJC∗ 03], and inter-fiber transport, which can be explicitly path
traced or approximated [ZYWK08, YTJR15, CBTB16, YSJR17].
Mesostructures in human faces are particularly challenging to
model and render accurately. Pore-level details and wrinkles can be
captured and stored in normal and displacement maps for rendering

Various volumetric primitives have been devised for modeling
mesostructures such as leaves and fur [KK89, Ney98, DN09]. See
Koniaris et al. [KCYM14] for a survey of volumetric mesostructure
texturing and Barnes et al. [BZ17] for an overview of patch-based
synthesis research, which is closely tied to instantiation of volumetric primitives, especially for reducing repetition artifacts. Granular media, such as snow and sand, are also commonly modeled
by instantiating volumetric primitives containing grain representations [MPH∗ 15, MPG∗ 16] with precomputed or approximated
intra-grain light transport.
Appearance of certain objects can also be modeled by light fields
[AB91, WAA∗ 00] that have parts of the illumination baked in. Light
fields can be captured from measurements [WJV∗ 05] and rendered
by slicing and interpolating high dimensional measurements [LH96].
For example, volumetric billboards [DN09] represent radiance fields
with 3D textures. Despite their generality, it is not easy to author
and control the appearance of light fields.
From these examples, one can already see that mesoscale appearance is challenging to model explicitly and requires various kinds of
geometric primitives and textures, such as curves, voxel grids, and
displacement maps. We seek a versatile primitive that could handle
diverse structures well without excessive tailoring.
2.2. Neural rendering
Neural networks can learn to model complex materials from data,
such as bidirectional texture functions (BTFs) [RJGW19, RGJW20,
KMX∗ 21] and BRDFs [HGC∗ 20,SRRW21], hair [TCC∗ 20,CRT20]
and subsurface scattering [VKJ19,LHW21]. Neural textures learned
from images can store view-dependent information for deferred
rendering to allow novel view synthesis and scene editing [TZN19].
Neural networks have been used for representing light fields. Ren
et al. [RWG∗ 13] optimize multi-layer perceptrons (MLP) to enable
faster rendering of global illumination in virtual scenes. Oechsle
et al. [OMN∗ 19] optimize a texture field that can be mapped to a
shape using a radiance-predicting MLP, and Henzler et al. [HMR20]
extend the idea to learn a stochastic 3D texturing space. Kallweit et
al. [KMM∗ 17] train radiance-predicting MLPs to efficiently render
atmospheric clouds. MLPs have also been utilized to decrease the
variance of Monte Carlo estimators [MMR∗ 19, MRKN20].
Combining volumetric rendering, more specifically ray marching, with neural methods has recently gained immense popularity. Some learn geometric representations with signed distance
fields [SZW19, TLY∗ 21], others render color images from learned
voxel representations [LSS∗ 19]. Neural radiance fields (NeRF)
[MST∗ 20] learn a volumetric representation of real-world scenes
from images that can be rendered from novel viewpoints. Several works improve the image quality and rendering speed of
NeRF [LMW21, ZRSK20, LGL∗ 20, HSM∗ 21] whereas others focus
on dynamic versions [PCPMMN20, PSB∗ 20] or generative models [SLNG20, CMK∗ 20]. Similar to our approach, Lombardi et
al. [LSS∗ 21] utilize a set of neural primitives to attain detail.
© 2022 The Author(s)
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3.1. Neural radiance fields
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Figure 2: The MLP is optimized to capture the volume density
(green grass blades) and the fraction of parallel illumination, which
enters a slab of the mesostructure, propagates to point x, and continues in direction ω upon an interaction thereof. The fraction is
modeled by the reflectance function g and illustrated by red paths.

A radiance field is a function f : R3 × S2 → R3 that maps a 5D
spatio-directional scene coordinate (x, ω), where pos is a location
and ω is a direction, to the outgoing (RGB) radiance L(x, ω). Mildenhall et al. [MST∗ 20] approximate the true radiance field in a scene
using a multi-layer perceptron fθ , dubbed neural radiance field.
They also extended the field to capture geometry information in
the form of volumetric density σ(x); the resulting mapping can be
formally written as fθ : (x, ω) → (L(x, ω), σ(x)). Instrumenting the
MLP to infer the density function σ is key to enable representing
(and rendering) the scene without any additional geometric information. To render such extended fields, one needs to estimate the
radiance reaching the image along each primary ray, expressed as
Z ∞

L(x, ω) =
To reduce aliasing Barron et al. [BMT∗ 21] integrate filtering
into their neural field model by deriving a custom positional encoding. Our approach is simpler in that we input merely a filteringkernel radius into the MLP and train it to perform filtered queries
by blurring the reference images. Hierarchical neural representations offer another alternative for modeling multiple levels of detail [TLY∗ 21, KMX∗ 21].
Many recent works focus on capturing and predicting reflectance
fields to enable relighting, and better integration into traditional rendering pipelines [BRTO∗ 21, BXS∗ 20, GFWF20, BBJ∗ 20, SDZ∗ 21].
We also learn neural reflectance fields for our texturing primitives.
However, we instantiate the trained patches to apply mesoscale appearances to 3D meshes. Additionally, we learn a parametric model
for each material class, instead of optimizing for static appearance,
which allows us to synthesize multiple different appearances, including filtered appearance, with a single trained model.
3. Neural Reflectance Field Textures
Our work builds upon the concept of neural radiance fields, or
NeRF [MST∗ 20], deviating in three points from the original design.
1. We opt to model a reflectance field [SDZ∗ 21] instead of a radiance field (Figure 2 illustrates the modeled transport), i.e. lighting
is not baked in the neural representation but rather used as a conditional input.
2. Instead of using a single neural field to represent the entire
scene, we use an assembly of neural fields to represent a layer of
mesoscale structure on top of a base triangle mesh. Our approach
is conceptually similar to volumetric textures [KK89, Ney98],
with the distinction that we use a neural network to represent the
content of the texture.
3. Our neural fields are parametric, i.e. they allow varying the density and reflectance fields as a function of artist-friendly parameters. This can be used, for instance, to transition from straight to
curly fur or to spatially vary its color.
In the following, we review the existing concept of neural radiance
fields (Section 3.1), and then describe our approach for utilizing such
fields as parametric primitives for building mesoscale appearance
(Section 3.2), followed by a recipe for rendering their assemblies
(Section 3.3). The optimization for recovering the reflectance field
from images is discussed in Section 4.
© 2022 The Author(s)
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T (t) σ(xt ) L(xt , ω) dt ,

(1)

0

where xt = x −
tω and xs = x − sω are points on the ray and
R
T (t) = exp − 0t σ(xs )ds is the transmittance up to distance t.
Integration. In the original work, the authors propose to use two
MLPs—a “coarse” one and a “fine” one—integrated using a twostage quadrature rule. They begin by numerically integrating the
coarse MLP and then refine the result using a second quadrature
rule with adaptively spaced queries of the fine MLP. The integration
is constrained to the interval between the near and far intersections
of the ray with the camera frustum. Follow-up work has proposed
alternative integration techniques [NSP∗ 21, LMW21].
Network architecture. The MLP architecture utilized by Mildenhall et al. [MST∗ 20] consists of several fully connected layers that
are split into two main parts. The first stage processes only the positional coordinate x, and outputs the view-independent density σ(x).
The second stage of the MLP takes the directional coordinate ω and
a feature vector from the first stage and outputs the spatio-directional
radiance L(x, ω). We will refer to the first and the second stage as
spatial and spatio-directional processing.
3.2. Parametric NeRF textures
We use a neural field as a building block for modeling mesoscale
appearance. We wish to use distinct reflectance fields—NeRF textures† —for distinct mesoscale classes, such as fur, grass, fabric.
However, the NeRF texture should be able to model diverse appearances within its class; i.e. the model should be parametric to allow
changing the appearance. Furthermore, we want to enable filtering
to combat aliasing artifacts when viewing the texture from a distance. Lastly, we need to enable relighting of a once-trained model
to permit instantiating the NeRF texture over curved surfaces and
in different orientations. Since each instance is expected to be relatively small, we will assume that all incident illumination reaching
a single instance is due to a distant (parallel) light source.
We address all the aforementioned requirements by using a parametric neural field, represented by a single MLP fθ : (x, ω, ωl , β) →
† We use the NeRF abbreviation to highlight the analogies to the original
paper [MST∗ 20], but we emphasize that the “R” stands for reflectance, not
radiance, in our case.
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Figure 3: We use the original NeRF architecture [MST∗ 20] but
condition it on additional appearance parameters β and lighting
direction ωl and use it to model the reflectance function g.

(σ(x, β), g(x, ω, ωl , β)), that models the volumetric density σ and a
reflectance function g conditioned on the lighting direction ωl and a
set of filtering and appearance parameters β. The reflectance function g(x, ω, ωl , β) approximates the fraction of parallel illumination
travelling in ωl that hits a slab of the mesostructure, propagates
through it, and leaves point x in direction ω after interacting with
the volume density at x; see Figure 2 where red polylines illustrate
the transport that g accounts for. With the aforementioned field, the
radiance collected along a ray reads:
Z ∞

L(x, ω) =

Z

T (t)σ(xt , β)
0

S

Textured
appearance
parameters

g(xt , ω, ωl , β)Φ(ωl ) dωl dt ,

(2)

where Φ(ωl ) is the radiant intensity of a distant emitter radiating in
direction ωl , and the inner integral integrates contributions of such
emitters over the unit sphere of directions S.
Network inputs. We use the same architecture (and positional
encoding) as proposed by Mildenhall et al. [MST∗ 20], changing
only the inputs to the network; see the illustration in Figure 3. The
parameters β and ωl are input to the MLP in the following way:
the filtering radius and the appearance parameters that impact the
density are concatenated to the inputs of the spatial stage. All other
parameters in β are concatenated to ω and ωl and input to the spatiodirectional stage, which infers the reflectance function g.
The parameters β and ωl are updated at each point where the
MLP is queried to allow simulating spatially varying appearance
and lighting, respectively. The parameter set β contains one parameter that controls the filtering of the mesostructure; the parameter is
computed using ray differentials and allows the MLP to produce outputs with the appropriate level of detail. The remaining appearance
parameters are specific to each mesostructure and can be modulated
using artist-friendly means. We use classical surface textures mapping each query point to the nearest surface location and fetching β
from the texture there.
Canonical training frame. Each unique NeRF texture is defined
in a canonical coordinate frame. To allow instantiating it in the
form of small, box-like elements, we bound the spatial extent of
the mesostructure by an axis-aligned box. To place the element in
the scene, we transform the canonical bounding box using an affine
transformation. Spatial and directional coordinates of world-space
NeRF queries are transformed into the canonical frame using the
corresponding inverse transform.

Base
surface

Step size

Figure 4: We use a jittered equispaced ray marching that ignores
empty intervals along the ray. When multiple NeRF instances overlap, we query one of them either stochastically or using a deterministic rule that aids the desired appearance.

Texturing. We use a “base” mesh to define the overall shape of
the object and an “anchor point” distribution on the surface of the
mesh (Poisson disk distribution in most results) that defines the
locations of the transformed origins of individual instances. The
orientation of each instance is defined by the normal and tangent
vectors of the base mesh at the anchor point; these correspond to
the z and x axes of the canonical frame, respectively. The size of
each instance is derived from an artist-defined parameter that allows
roughly controlling the amount of overlap, which can be further
modulated by the local density of points.
Using a base triangle mesh, a (non-uniform) point distribution,
and classical texturing allows the artist to define high-level visual
features of the mesostructure using familiar tools for sculpting and
texturing classical meshes.
3.3. Ray marching
We use a straightforward quadrature rule with randomly offset,
equispaced sample points along the ray [PKK00] to approximate
the integrals in Equation (1). Our goal is to avoid querying the MLP
in empty space. We constrain the marching to ray intervals that
overlap with at least one of the instance bounding boxes and skip
over empty intervals. For each ray, we first intersect all bounding
boxes along the ray. Then we sort the entry and exit distances and
extract an ordered list of intervals, where each interval stores a set of
instances that it overlaps. During ray marching, we ignore the empty
intervals such that the resulting steps would form an equispaced
point sequence if the empty intervals were excluded (see Figure 4 for
illustration). The handling of overlapping instances depends on how
these should be interpreted; a discussion is provided in Appendix A.
Implementation details. To accelerate the computation of ray-box
intersections, we put the bounding boxes of all NeRF instances
into a single bounding volume hierarchy (BVH). The marching
algorithm uses a constant step size that we adjusted manually to
limit the amount of visible bias that the ray-marched estimation
of transmittance introduces; alternative approaches are discussed
in Section 6. At each step, we also compute a pixel-filter footprint
using ray differentials [Ige99], which is input to the MLP as one of
the appearance parameters β to permit filtered queries.
© 2022 The Author(s)
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Figure 5: Relighting a textured bunny by altering the global light
direction. Since our models are conditioned on the light direction,
we can relight objects easily by querying the network using light
directions transformed to patch-local coordinates. The bunny consists of 3756 NeRF texture patches and was rendered at resolution
800x800 for approximately 30 seconds.

Rendered patch

Figure 6: To approximate shadowing and indirect illumination due
to nearby patches at test time, we train on scenes where the rendered
patch is surrounded by other instances with the same appearance
(left). These additional instances are invisible to camera rays (right),
but they absorb and scatter secondary rays.

3.4. Lighting

4.1. Data sets

We assume that each instance of the NeRF texture is small enough
in the scene to warrant the assumption of distant light sources that
cause parallel lighting. This simplifies the generation of training
data for learning the reflectance function g. Nevertheless, a scene
object can still be illuminated by nearby (point) lights as the lighting
direction ωl is recomputed at each marching step; the approximate
reflectance function will be less accurate in such cases. Figure 5
shows the Stanford bunny with a plush-like, spatially varying appearance in three different lighting configurations. A single NeRF
texture was used to produce all images.

Each dataset D contains images of one instance of a specific
mesoscale class (e.g. a patch of fur). Each image is rendered from
a different view and with randomized appearance parameters β
and lighting that are uniformly sampled from predefined parameter
ranges. Camera positions are sampled on an origin-centered hemisphere with the viewing vector pointing towards the origin. The
patch is lit by a sphere-randomized directional light source.

In order to approximate direct illumination on the slab due to
such light source with radiant intensity Φ(ωl ), we cast a single
shadow ray at each marching step in direction ωl . The shadow ray is
tested against all other objects in the scene, and would ideally march
through each NeRF instance. This would, however, significantly
increase the rendering cost. We thus opted for a cheaper approximation that intersects only the bounding boxes of NeRF primitives; see
Appendix B for a discussion of artifacts.
We do not make any attempts to correctly synthesize longdistance global illumination in this article (short-distance GI is
learned by the model), leaving the integration into a path tracer to
future work. To mimic bouncing of light, we train the textures with
a configurable amount of ambient lighting.

4. Optimization
We experimented with five NeRF textures: plush, fur, combed fur,
grass, and carpet. We created a dataset for each using Blender and
the Cycles path tracer, leveraging specialized plugins for fur and
grass. The appearance of each texture can be adjusted after training
using a subset of the plugin parameters β detailed below.
NeRF texture β (excluding filtering parameter)
Figures
plush
2D: brightness, curliness
1, 5, 6, 10, 11, 15, 16
fur
2D: brightness, length
7, 8
combed fur
2D: brightness, fiber clumping
12
grass
1D: age (albedo & transparency)
7, 8, 9, 13, 14
carpet
3D: brightness of straight fibers,
7, 8, 16
saturation and length of curly fibers

© 2022 The Author(s)
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To approximate shadowing and indirect illumination due to neighboring instances of a patch, we place eight additional instances
around the center patch; see Figure 6. These instances are invisible
to camera rays, but are taken into account when tracing the rest of
the path. Unless specified otherwise, our datasets each contain 5000
training examples at resolution 512x512. Appendix C provides four
example images from training sets for the fur and the carpet textures.
4.2. Procedure
We implemented the NeRF textures using Tensorflow [AAB∗ 15]
and integrated them into a custom Embree ray tracer [WWB∗ 14].
For training, we used the Adam optimizer [KB15] with an initial
learning rate of 5 × 10−4 , that is exponentially decayed with a rate
of 0.1 over 500 000 batches. Each batch consists of 1024 radiance
and transmittance estimates, which are obtained from four random
images by ray marching along 1024 random rays cast from the
reference cameras towards the bounding box of the patch. The optimization loss penalizes deviations in radiance using the symmetric
mean absolute percentage error (SMAPE) and transmittance using
the mean squared error (MSE), and it is computed by averaging the
following per-ray expression over all the rays in the batch:

2
b
|L(i) − L(i)|
L(i) =
H(Tb(i)) + T (i) − Tb(i) ,
(3)
b +ε
L(i) + L(i)
where L(i) and T (i) are the radiance and transmittance along the ray,
respectively, H(x) is the Heaviside step function that returns 1 for
x > 0 and 0 otherwise, and ε = 0.01 is used to avoid a singularity
b and Tb represent reference values that are
in the denominator. L
obtained from the corresponding training image in the dataset. We
found that using SMAPE instead of MSE leads to sharper detail
reconstruction at the cost of slightly worse color reproduction.
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Increasing fur length

Increasing brightness of blue fibers

Increasing grass age (albedo + transparency)

Increasing length of yellow fibers

NeRF-Tex
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Figure 7: Spheres textured with NeRF textures, each with a slightly different configuration of appearance parameters β. The right half of each
image in the bottom row is rendered using reference path tracing to allow assessing the reproduction accuracy.
Grass

Fur

Fur

Result

Mesh w/ texture

Patch

Carpet

Figure 8: Appearance can be modified spatially with the use of textures that modulate the appearance parameters β. In the first column the
texture specifies the length of the yellow fibers, for the grass it controls its albedo and transparency, for the cat it adjusts brightness, and
for the sheep it jointly modulates the length and brightness of the fur. The grass field also includes a soccer ball to show traditional meshes
rendered with our NeRF textures.
© 2022 The Author(s)
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Positional encoding w/ radius

Integrated positional enc. [BMT∗ 21]

Reference

32 × 32

64 × 64

128 × 128

Positional encoding

Figure 9: NeRF textures permit filtered lookups. The first column shows a NeRF texture using the original positional encoding; aliasing
artifacts appear. In the second and third column, we concatenate the cone radius to β or use the integrated positional encoding from
mip-NeRF [BMT∗ 21], respectively, and train the model with randomly blurred images in β. Both filtering approaches yield a good visual
correspondence to the reference. All rows show the same scene but rendered with different image resolutions.

5. Results
In this section we present renders of scenes with various base meshes
that are textured with one of the NeRF primitives from Section 4.
Parametric appearance. Figure 7 and Figure 8 demonstrate the
parametric nature of NeRF textures that allows synthesizing different
appearances with one texture. The first three columns in Figure 7
show a 2D parameter sweep with the carpet texture, varying the
brightness of straight (blue) fibers vertically, and varying the length
of the curly fibers (yellow) horizontally. The subsequent columns
show 1D parameter sweeps for the grass and one of the fur textures.
Figure 8 contains objects with spatially varying surface textures that
modulate the appearance of the NeRF textures. The supplemental
video shows animated appearance parameters.
Filtering. Figure 9 demonstrates that NeRF textures facilitate filtered lookups. The scene consists of 176 instances of the grass texture. We compare the original positional encoding, which amounts
to querying the MLP using point queries, to our approach of concatenating the radius of the ray cone at the query location to β, and
to the integrated positional encoding by Barron et al. [BMT∗ 21]. In
all cases we train the model using blurred training images. In our
method, we randomly blur each image and input the corresponding
filtering radius at each point along the ray to the MLP as one of the β
parameters. Both filtering approaches appear to yield similar visuals,
although we note that the integrated positional encoding [BMT∗ 21]
may perform better in some configurations as it does not require
conditioning the MLP on an extra parameter; this typically comes
with lower reconstruction fidelity as analyzed in Figure 10.
© 2022 The Author(s)
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Comparisons to original NeRF. We investigated the benefits and
drawbacks of our design in comparisons to the original NeRF
method [MST∗ 20]. In Figure 10, we compare the original two-MLP
NeRF model (a), our single MLP with ray marching constrained
to the bounding box of the patch (b), and the same MLP but conditioned on parameters that control the lighting, appearance, and
filtering. The parametric models in (c, d, e, f) yield lower accuracy
on this specific patch. This is to be expected as these models allow
relighting and (d, e, f) represent an entire space of appearances rather
than a single specific instance. The reconstruction quality depends
also on the size of the training dataset ∥D∥.
Figure 11 compares the quality when training a NeRF model on
the whole object (top row) against our NeRF textures (middle row).
As we model the entire mesoscale layer via instantiating a single
learned NeRF primitive, the MLP focuses its capacity on a small,
repetitive component of the scene. It is therefore not surprising that
our approach captures fine details more accurately than the original
method, which sets to the much harder problem of capturing the
entire scene.
6. Analysis and discussion
This section discusses certain specifics and limitations of our approach and suggests potential improvements.
Patch placement. In our current implementation, each NeRF instance is transformed using an affine transformation. Since affine
transformations preserve straight lines, the bounding boxes cannot closely follow a curved surface and might clip or overshoot
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Reference

SSIM ↑
LPIPS ↓
FLIP ↓

(a) [MST∗ 20]
(b)
coarse + fine MLPs,
single MLP,
frustum traversal, bound. box traversal,
MSE
SMAPE
0.929
0.947
0.050
0.036
0.039
0.037

(c)
(b) + par. light.

0.919
0.056
0.051

(d)
(e)
(c) + par. appearance,
(d) w/ MSE
||D|| = 5000
instead of SMAPE
0.870
0.108
0.067

(f)
(d) w/ ||D|| = 250

0.853
0.129
0.071

0.846
0.121
0.094

Prediction

Reference

Reference

Ours

[MST∗ 20]

Figure 10: The performance of the original two-stage NeRF approach (a) of Mildenhall et al. [MST∗ 20] is worse compared to a single
MLP and ray marching only within the bounding combined with our SMAPE based loss. The metrics (SSIM [ZBSS04], LPIPS [ZIE∗ 18] and
FLIP [ANAM∗ 20]) were computed for multiple camera views and averaged. Models (d), (e) and (f) allow conditioning the brightness and curl
of the fur on additional parameters; ∥D∥ is the size of the training set.

Figure 11: The first row shows closeups of fur generated by the
original NeRF model [MST∗ 20] trained on the entire model of the
duck. The second row shows the results achieved by our NeRF-Tex
model, which uses patch instantiation instead.

the surface of the base mesh. Nonrigid deformations could address this issue by allowing the patches to fit the surface curvature
more accurately, similar to Neyret et al. [Ney98]. In such cases, the
world-space rays correspond to curved lines in the canonical patch
frame. Other NeRF works have proposed deforming a query location
into another space to allow dynamic neural representations [PCPMMN20, PSB∗ 20]; these ideas could also be adapted to better align
the NeRF textures with the surface. Shell maps [PBFJ05, JMW07]
offer an alternative approach for applying NeRF textures to objects.
Visual Quality. In Figure 10 and Figure 12 we render individual NeRF textures next to path traced references. In contrast to
earlier figures, where the mesoscale appearance at moderately
distant views was fairly accurate, artifacts such as blurriness
and splotchy appearance are easier to notice in closeup views.
Concurrent works that further improve the reconstruction quality [ZRSK20, LGL∗ 20, BMT∗ 21, HSM∗ 21], e.g. via better positional encodings [TSM∗ 20, TLY∗ 21], are likely to permit using our
approach even for near views.

Figure 12: We look up the appearance parameters based on the 3D
query location projected onto the mesh. This can lead to artifacts as
the appearance is assigned to a spatial location instead of individual
hair strands, especially if the distance between the point projected
onto the base mesh and the hair strand root is large.

Performance. The ray marching technique described in Section 3.3,
as well as other quadrature schemes proposed in prior and concurrent
works, are fairly expensive due to the need to query the MLP at
each step. The marching step size needs to be kept relatively small
to maintain ray-marching bias comparable to artifacts of the MLP
(see Figure 13). Unbiased transmittance estimators (e.g. delta, ratio,
residual, and power-series estimators [Cra78, NSJ14, GMH∗ 19])
are appealing as they could provide low-cost samples (albeit more
noisy), if adapted to operate well on high-density, sparse structures—
more research is needed to handle high-variation volumes efficiently.
Another option for accelerating the rendering is to integrate the
MLP over larger domains [BMT∗ 21], e.g. entire rays [LMW21].
Traditional graphics approaches that importance sample non-point
primitives [JNSJ11, NNDJ12, BJ17, SJ19] could serve as inspiration.
Parameter mapping. We use classical surface textures to specify
the parameters conditioning the appearance of the NeRF texture.
For a given point on the ray, the parameters are looked up from the
texture at the nearest surface point of the base mesh. This leads to undesired artifacts for some mesostructures. An example with combed
hair is shown in Figure 12, where the hair fibers wrongly change
© 2022 The Author(s)
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Figure 13: Ray marching causes artifacts when the number of
samples along a ray are too low. Fixed offsets lead to shapes partly
disappearing whereas random offsets introduce noise. We can reduce the noise by taking additional samples. Sampling a random
bounding box reduces clipping artifacts, but introduces more noise.

appearance in certain regions. These artifacts could be reduced by
learning a mapping between volume locations and points on the
base mesh, e.g. in the spirit of deformable NeRF primitives [PCPMMN20, PSB∗ 20], such that query positions map to strand roots.
This could also allow additional modifications and deformations of
learned textures.
Relation to traditional graphics approaches. Our current implementation is unlikely to rival the best combinations of traditional
graphics approaches on static assets. For instance, combining the
SGGX model [HDCD15] with an octree to fit a specific mesostructure will likely yield better and faster reconstruction (assuming the
octree is well adapted to the geometry). However, extending such
data structure to an entire space of appearances, e.g. from straight to
curly fur, would require elaborate interpolation and domain specific
approaches, which in turn reduces versatility. If developed further,
we believe that neural material primitives will present a more practical alternative whenever training data for extracting a parametric
appearance model is available.
Comparison to neural BTFs. Bidirectional texture functions
(BTFs) are 6D functions capturing spatio-directional variations of
appearance. Similar to radiance and reflectance fields, BTFs can
also be efficiently represented using neural networks [RJGW19,
RGJW20, KMX∗ 21], but the two approaches excel in different situations. BTFs are more efficient for opaque materials, where ray
marching tends to be computationally wasteful. The extra cost of ray
marching is justified for volumetric, fuzzy materials, where multiview consistency is easier to achieve through explicit volumetric
integration, instead of having the network memorize integrals along
all possible rays piercing through the mesostructure. Combining
ray marching (NeRF-Tex) and single lookup methods (e.g. NeuMIP [KMX∗ 21]) into a single neural material primitive that learns
the optimal sampling strategy from data is interesting future work.
7. Future work
While our prototype lacks in certain respects (e.g. quality in closeup
views, computation cost) the results are encouraging and we expect
future work to further improve our method. In this section, we
discuss the main challenges of integrating NeRF textures into path
tracers and highlight two areas, where our approach can provide an
edge over traditional graphics representations.
© 2022 The Author(s)
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Integration into path tracing. Factoring out the lighting and utilizing the neural field as a reflectance function allows integrating
NeRF textures into path tracing algorithms; provided that the assumption of distant lighting is acceptable. It remains to be investigated, however, whether our choice of representing transport using
an MLP is optimal in such setups. Some alternative approaches
represent only the phase function [GFWF20] (in addition to density), while others learn transmittances and simplified airlight integrals [SDZ∗ 21]; the optimal approach is still actively sought.
Furthermore, current NeRF approaches, including ours, march
through the module(s) instead of learning the transport between
points on the boundary, as proposed in many traditional modular
approaches [LAM∗ 11, LNJS12, ZHRB13, BNH∗ 16]. This incurs
higher cost: the MLP is evaluated multiple times, but it also factors
out a large portion of the view dependency to facilitate accurate
directional reconstruction. Additional research is needed, ideally in
the context of production scenes, to devise the optimal aggregation
strategy for neural fields.
Generative methods. Generative adversarial networks (GANs)
[GPAM∗ 14] have been extremely successful at synthesizing realistic
natural imagery after training on large datasets [KLA∗ 20]. Previous
work by Schwarz et al. [SLNG20] and Chan et al. [CMK∗ 20] show
great promise in the application of generative adversarial concepts
to neural radiance fields. Future work could use these ideas to create
novel materials. This is especially fitting in the context of mesostructures as perfect reconstruction of a specific patch is not the ultimate
goal; we would rather match only the relevant statistics and generate
a brand new instance each time to break repetitive visuals.
Real-world capture. While all our NeRF textures were trained using synthetic datasets, our approach is readily applicable to datasets
with natural images, as long as the intrinsic and extrinsic parameters
of the camera and light sources are available. In fact, we deliberately
preserved the original image-space loss (as opposed to computing
the loss at points along the ray) to allow training NeRF textures on
images of real materials in the future, captured using e.g. a light
stage [DHT∗ 00] or a collocated camera-light setup as proposed by
Bi et al. [BXS∗ 20]. Employing meta learning techniques, as explored by Sitzmann et al. [SCT∗ 20] in the context of SDFs, could
allow benefiting from both large synthetic and small captured image
sets, pushing the boundaries of photorealistic rendering.
8. Conclusion
We proposed to repurpose neural radiance fields (NeRF) to learn a
space of mesoscale appearances for materials such as grass and fur.
The optimized volumetric primitives can be instantiated on surfaces
to apply the materials to objects. We condition our networks on extra
parameters that control the appearance and filtering, and which can
be driven using textures. We showed that this approach provides
a general method for learning complex materials that traditionally
require a wide variety of tailored techniques. The versatility could
be especially useful in the future for capturing diverse real-world
materials. We believe our approach strikes a good balance between
classical rendering and neural modeling, and, once extended to generative modeling, will further boost photorealistic image synthesis
with classical rendering algorithms, such as path tracing.
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Bounding Box Shadows

Figure 14: Different approaches to handling query locations that
are inside multiple bounding boxes lead to different visuals. The
top row selects the bounding box nearest to the query location. The
bottom row samples the bounding box randomly. The third column
visualizes the selected patches. Images rendered w/ 1 spp.

Path tracing

Figure 15: Rendering artifacts may appear when accelerating
lighting computations by testing shadow rays only against bounding
boxes of individual patches. Casting a single shadow ray to approximate shadowing of the slab also leads to sharper shadows than in
the path traced reference.
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Appendix A: Handling of overlapping instances
There are three options for handling multiple NeRF-Tex instances
overlapping the ray marching location. First, the instances can be
prioritized by an artist and the algorithm will pick the instance with
the highest priority. Second, the contributions of individual instances
can be added together and possibly weighted. If the weights add
up to 1, then the volume density is not increased but the content
combined by weighted averaging. If the the individual weights are
set to 1, then the content of individual instances is added together.
In the latter two cases, the instances can be queried stochastically at
the cost variance; see Figure 14.

Appendix B: Shadow rays and transmittance estimation

Figure 16: Four target images from training sets that were used to
create the fur (top) and the carpet (bottom) textures.
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